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NEWSLETTER APRIL 2011

FORTHCOMING PROGRAMME     

May 10th:       Monthly Competition - Patterns
                        Presentation - Shutter Speeds - Trevor Rees 
                        Photoshop Techniques for Beginners - Levels using Layers - Cathy Lewis
                        Presentation - Snoot Developments - TBC

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

April 12th:    Monthly Meeting

The Meeting (start time 2000hrs) will be at our normal venue - The Casson Centre, Rodway Road, Patchway, BS34
5DQ (map)  It is  easiest to access it via Durban Road, off Highwood Road - you can turn right at the traffic lights if
coming from the Gloucester Road direction. The Casson Centre is the left hand part of the Patchway Community
Centre, immediately next door to the Patchway Town Council Offices. There is off road parking adjacent to the
Centre and further spaces along  Rodway Road, near to the local Spa shop.

The monthly competition theme is 'Patterns'. Send your digital files to Bob by midday on the Sunday before - this will
be the standard cut off time unless advised otherwise. Unsure about entering? Even if you don't feel you have any
winners, send some in to benefit from the audience feedback - it's an ideal way to learn.

Trevor Rees will give a presentation on Shutter Speeds.

Cathy Lewis will give a short Photoshop tutorial entitled 'A Beginners Guide to Altering Levels using Layers'.

A further presentation, yet to be confirmed, will look at the range of snoots currently available.

RECENT EVENTS

April Meeting

Monthly Theme Competition - Macro

There was a strong entry for this popular subject, with plenty of stunning images.

In First Place with 6 votes was Trevor Rees with this
image of an anemone in a Scottish Loch.

The foreground, originally an unattractive brown, was
desaturated and the anemone placed off centre to
create a simple but beautiful image.

http://www.bupg.co.uk/logo.htm
http://www.multimap.com/maps/?&hloc=GB%7CBS345DQ
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In equal Second Place was Paul Woodburn with 4 votes
for his image of a ghost pipefish..

..and Arthur Kingdon with this image of a decorated war
bonnet from Vancouver Island.

Fourth Place went to Libby Gawith with 2 votes for this
harlequin shrimp
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Three images had 1 vote each:

Secretary Blenny lunging out of its hole to catch
particles of food  by Tamsin Eyles - using a Canon 5D
with a 100mm macro with a 1.7x converter and a +6
dioptre.

.. Nudibranch by Chris Court...

.. black faced blenny by Arthur Kingdon
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Presentation - Socorro – Peter Plume

Five members of BUPG went on a 2 week trip to Socorro in January 2010, aboard the ‘Nautilus Explorer’. 

Socorro (or to be more precise, the Revillagigedo Islands) is reached from Cabo San Lucas at the tip of Baha
California in Mexico. Cabo itself offers some interesting diving; around Los Cabo's point there are sealions and
occasionally huge shoals of fish. The stop provides an opportunity either to recover from the pain of having to travel
via a US airport, or to allow time for your luggage to catch up!   

Two boats leave from Cabo for Socorro; Nautilus Explorer and Solmar V.  Members of the party had been on both,
and both were very high quality.  This trip was on ‘Nautilus Explorer’, a Canadian-run boat which was both very
friendly and superbly run. 

Diving in the Revillagigedo Islands focuses on ‘big stuff’, with superb visibility and deep drop-offs.  For example, ‘The
Boiler’ off the island of San Benedicto is typical.  This volcanic core is a vertical pipe about 40m in diameter, rising
from the sea bed at 50m to within 6m of the surface.  Visibility was in at least 40m, giving wonderful views of the
huge Pacific Manta Rays that use this site as a cleaning station. 

Sharks were frequently seen, including big shoals of hammerheads, and there were some memorable encounters
with dolphins.  One member of the party even snorkeled with false killer whales. 

Photography naturally focuses on wide angle and natural light.  Challenges include buoyancy control in blue water,
significant wave surge, getting close enough to the subjects and trying to keep fellow divers out of shot in the
fantastic viz.

 A selection of images from trip members:
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Peter Plume - Nikon D90

Libby Gawith - Canon Ixus compact

Libby Gawith - Nikon D90

Stunning visibility
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Catherine Gill - Fuji compact

Fiona Bowles - Olympus compact

Libby Gawith - Canon Ixus compact.

A solo snorkel resulted in an image of the, rarely seen,
false killer whales

Photoshop Tutorial - Sharpening using Lab Colour - Bob Anthony

Sharpening images is an essential part of  post processing. However, conventional sharpening can result in
unwanted halos or colour artefacts. This method avoids those problems by sharpening the detail
(lightness/luminosity) rather than sharpening the colour.

Step One.
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Open your image in Lab
Colour by selecting
Image/Mode/Lab Colour

Look at the bottom left of your screen (make sure you have the Channels window selected)

In the Channels panel you
will see that there is a
Lightness channel (which
contains the luminosity and
detail of the image) plus two
channels 'a' and 'b' (which
contain the colour
information)

Step Two:

Select the Lighness channel by clicking on it, then apply sharpening as you normally would using Unsharp Mask You
will probably find that you can apply a greater amount of sharpening using this method as you are not sharpening the
colour.

Step Three:
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Select Image/Mode/ RGB Colour to go back to the RGB version to check results.

Note: You may wish to carry out this process using layers but it is not necessary.

BSoUP Theme Portfolio Competition - Trevor Rees

Trevor has continued to dominate Portfolio competitions and he gave a short presentation on his latest success - a
clear win in the BSoUP Theme Portfolio competition. Trevor's theme of British Anemones emphasised  that you do
not have to travel to exotic destinations or photograph exotic creatures to win these competitions.

To see the full details of the Competition, see the BSoUP archived news

 Keep bubbling,

Arthur

 

http://www.bsoup.org/News/2011/2011_03.php

